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Figure 1: Visual interface for contact tracing and missing link detection: Our web application consists of two views: On the right the Contact Network shows persons who were in contact with each other (black edges) and persons that we predict to have been in contact (gray, dashed edges). In the center the Epi-Gantt diagram shows events associated with the virus for each person of a selected cluster. At the top and the left the user can apply various filters to select specific groups of persons and control the parameters of the Contact Network.

Abstract

A major challenge for departments of public health (DPHs) in dealing with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is tracing contacts in exponentially growing SARS-CoV2 infection clusters. Prevention of further disease spread requires a comprehensive registration of the connections between individuals and clusters. Due to the high number of infections with unknown origin, the healthcare analysts need to identify connected cases and clusters through accumulated epidemiological knowledge and the metadata of the infections in their database. Here we contribute a visual analytics framework to identify, assess and visualize clusters in COVID-19 contact tracing networks. Additionally, we demonstrate how graph-based machine learning methods can be used to find missing links between infection clusters and thus support the mission to get a comprehensive view on infection events. This work was developed through close collaboration with DPHs in Germany. We argue how our systems supports the identification of clusters by public health experts and discuss ongoing developments and possible extensions.

CCS Concepts

- Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; • Mathematics of computing → Graph theory; • Applied computing → Health care information systems;
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1. Introduction

Public health departments (DPHs) are facing great challenges in obtaining and learning from available data on the spread of SARS-CoV2, connecting it to other sources of data and analyzing it regarding ever-pressing questions on how to proceed in combating the virus. Since the outbreak of SARS-CoV2, DPHs have faced a plethora of data that they need to input, compare, consolidate, and recall, yet they lack both the means and the personnel to do so: public health officers (PHOs) in Germany must search for contact information or compare lists in their computer system, which sometimes requires additional effort to find specific individuals and their contacts, and to compare this information. Rapid identification and interruption of infection chains through contact tracing plays a key role in responding to the current pandemic and most other infectious diseases, e.g. the norovirus or tuberculosis. To achieve this, PHOs build and analyze large contact and infection networks, possibly spanning multiple generations of transmissions. By tracing back the source of an infection, individual clusters can be contained and recurring transmission patterns can inform decision making on pandemic responses. However, in practice only around 27% of SARS-CoV-2 cases can be traced back to their source leaving the majority of cases disconnected [BadHA∗20].

This paper reports on technology that was developed as part of an initiative that started right during the first wave of the SARS-CoV2 pandemic and provided several DPHs in Germany with visualization and analytics technologies. The federalism in Germany induced a public health setup with more than 370 regional DPHs and the Robert-Koch-Institute (RKI) as a central, federal health institute. We successfully established collaborations, discussed requirements, and continuously presented interim results with 4 DPHs and the RKI during the course of the project. However, our approach is not dependent on a particular public health organization, but is rather based on data that is routinely collected for contact tracing by DPHs and partly shared with the RKI via their SurvNet@RKI system [KAF∗07]. In this sense, our approach supports cluster detection that is independent of further technical means (e.g. tracing apps) and without further collecting data beyond the information contained in the DPH databases. We first describe a general scenario that crystallized during the collaboration with experts from Germany’s largest DPH in Cologne. This will motivate our contributions presented in this paper. We then describe related work in the areas of epidemiological visual analytics and link prediction on complex networks. The proposed visual analytics system is then presented and evaluated with an exemplary inspection.

2. Background

We worked with five PHOs at two DPHs, conducting 6 requirement analyses and feedback sessions across half a year in 2020. The PHOs regularly trace infections in a broader view and time frame, and need an overview of the spread of infections to inform local authorities and help advise the implementation or adaptation of restrictions and quarantine measures. All DPHs observe and trace single infected citizens, but also look at the broader developments and, most challenging, clusters of infections. Due to the low number of infections that can be traced back to the host of infection, the PHOs try to identify clusters through accumulated epidemiological knowledge and the metadata of the infections in their database. This includes the time of infection, the address of the citizen, and the provided contacts that the citizen can remember during the telephone interview. Learning more about the clusters of infection and understanding the infection routes both promise an important insight into the epidemiological dynamic. This in turn drives intervention policies and the possibility to strategically prioritize contact tracing and impose (or lift) restrictions. In many DPH regions the number of infections in care homes were particularly high. Finding out whether infections in such facilities were driven by internal infection chains or were continuously induced from outside is difficult without known infection origins. Therefore, our motivation was to visually provide all the available information in an interactive epidemiological network visualization and a temporal visualization of all contacts within a cluster. In addition, we employed a link prediction algorithm to suggest connections between formerly separated clusters if such a connection can be justified by the data, i.e. the temporal and geographical relation of infected contacts.

3. Related work

Our work is closely related to the research areas of visual analytics for public health and infectious diseases [CAD∗14] and link prediction in complex networks.

3.1. Visual analytics for public health

There have been approaches in the past that especially detect and visualize infection clusters. Si et al. examined the data of the SARS outbreaks from 2003 onward and developed a prototype system that tracks the patients’ histories in detail to find contacts and visiting activities [SLBAF10]. This is a good example for approaches that heavily depend on a fine-grained record about the movement and activities of each infected person and their contacts, which our approach could not rely on. There have been a number of SARS-CoV2 related publications in the visualization community. For example, Leite et al. use temporal visualization to understand the prediction of different COVID scenarios, though not on the contact level [LSC∗20]. Similarly, Afzal et al. focus on geographical visualization to help public health officials prepare and exercise response plans in pandemic outbreak scenarios [AGJ∗20]. Other approaches take a more general epidemiological approach and address emergent pandemics [PBK∗19], the role of social networks in epidemiology [CF09], or rather epidemic management [YDH∗17, AKMR16]. Epidemic management and immediate outbreak control are also the focus of SORMAS [FDA∗15] (originally developed for Ebola outbreaks), which is used in some German DPHs in addition to SurvNet@RKI, but not for the interactive detection of infection clusters with link predictions.

There is a wider range of possibilities for tracking patients and infections as well as finding clusters of infections in hospitals and similar confined environments. The project HiGHmed focused one of its use cases on infection control in hospitals to elicit transmission path of multi-resistant bacteria within and between clinics [MPW∗20, BWP∗21]. Their literature analysis confirms that there is only little related work on the visual analysis of disease spread in dynamic networks. While the HiGHmed pathway interface also combines network and temporal visualizations, it does not
Link prediction

Link prediction is a common task when dealing with graph-structured data. Any typical dataset may exhibit missing or unobserved edges. Given two nodes in a network, that are not connected through an edge, we want to estimate the probability of this edge being absent based on the currently observed links between nodes and their properties. Regular applications include predicting relationships in social networks [LNK03], classifying unseen triplets in knowledge graphs [WMWG17] or identifying user-product interactions in recommendation systems [vdBK17]. An additional major area of application is the prediction of links that may or may not appear in dynamic and temporal networks, that change over time [DM20]. Simple heuristics to estimate the probability of a missing link use common neighbors and exploit the topological structure of the graph to assess whether the two nodes belong to the same community and should therefore be connected. Other methods include random walks, factorization of the adjacency matrix of the graph and probabilistic graphical models. In recent years, deep learning based methods such as DeepWalk [PARS14], node2vec [GL16] and Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [KW16] introduced similarity metrics, can be used to estimate the likelihood of an edge.

Most of the discussed approaches are ill-suited for our problem at hand. Firstly, they assume the graph is composed of large connected components and predict edges within these components with far greater accuracy than between them. Contact tracing data in epidemiology takes the form of many smaller components and users are especially interested in identifying connections between disconnected clusters [Ait07]. Secondly, the considered models do not account for interpretability of results and are therefore unsuitable for applications in a risk-averse healthcare setting. Overall, to the best of our knowledge, there are no references that combine link prediction in infection networks with time-oriented visualization of epidemiological contacts. Therefore, in the following section we propose a simple, interpretable, and accurate approach to identify possible missing edges in a given contact tracing network.

4. Proposed Visual Analytics System

Our visual analytics system consists of a machine learning module that predicts missing links in the contact data and a web application that visualizes this data enriched with the prediction results. We use the anonymized data from Cologne’s health department as the basis for both the machine learning and the visualization system. In the following, we present the two main components of our visual analytics system in detail.

4.1. Predicting missing links

We predict missing edges with high probability inside our contact tracing network based on the known connections and their attributes. Feature selection was based on DPH experts’ feedback to

find feasible real-world features that are most relevant for our task. Given an ordered pair of nodes \((u,v)\) inside our graph, we calculate the days between infection reports, the difference in years of age and a binary feature that encodes if \(u\) and \(v\) live in the same housing block, an anonymized proxy for the home address. The age difference augments the classification, as the difference between source and target infection typically is around zero due to people with similar age that are learning and working together or separated by a generation gap due to families living together, at least for the dataset used for our experiments. The generated feature vectors are the input to multiple different classification models including DecisionTrees, RandomForest, NaiveBayes and Support Vector Classification. Hyperparameters are selected by performing a grid search and cross-validation over a predefined parameter space.

We evaluate our approach on the anonymized data from Cologne’s containing 44.634 persons with 11.652 ‘index cases’ who were positively tested for COVID-19 among them. For 7.846 index cases (67.3%) the infection source is unknown or not part of the dataset. To create a data set for training our models, we select all observed edges and add 40,000 negative samples of random pairs of persons, who do not share a connection inside our dataset. We perform a random 85%/15% train-test split of the resulting dataset and train our model to predict the probability of an infection. For model performance comparison, we compute the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for all classifiers plotting true positive rate (TPR) versus false positive rate (FPR) on the test set. Results are reported in Table 1. Area under the ROC curve (AUC) is best for the RandomForest model with 0.98, but all other models do achieve similar results. For the presented use case, a high precision is particularly desirable as resources to track additional infection transmissions at the DPH might be scarce and false positive predictions could lead to negative consequences (e.g. quarantine) for the citizens involved. To retain high interpretability of results, we confine the model to the attributes selected above and integrate the best performing DecisionTree model into our visualization system. The model can be easily scaled up to a large number of nodes and generates classification results for our 44k patients dataset in a matter of milliseconds.

4.2. Visualization system

Our visual interface consists of two main interactive views. In order to facilitate a fast identification of infection clusters we implemented a graph-based view of the contacts in the dataset. We chose a node link diagram for this task in accordance to the preferences we acquired with the PHOs. This graph view is combined with an event-based visualization that helps to analyze the temporal characteristics of the infection dynamic. The PHOs suggested a Gantt chart for this, which we incorporated into the visualization. Both visualizations are linked and allow to select groups of persons for a more detailed analysis. Additionally, the visualization system provides multiple filtering capabilities to support the analysis tasks. We use a JavaScript web frontend implemented with the framework react.js [Rea21b] and material-ui [Mat21]. For the graph visualization we use the library react-force-graph [Rea21a] that implements a force directed layout. The event based visualization is implemented with d3.js [BOH11].
4.3. Use Case

In the following, we revisit the care home example in Section 2. A PHO wants to find out whether the recent increase in infections in a care home was induced from the outside. To focus on the events of last week the user specifies a time filter, thus reducing the number of observed cases from thousands to a few hundred. Further, the PHO may query for a specific person from the care home that was tested positive in this time span. The infected person and their direct contacts are automatically highlighted in the node link diagram. This way the PHO can get insights about the sequence of events that led to the infection cluster. These insights might help to pinpoint weaknesses in the containment strategy and thus may lead to better countermeasures in the future. Additionally, the PHO can use the Epi-Gantt diagram to check if the predicted connections between the care home cluster and outside groups are plausible regarding their temporal succession of events. In this case, these potential contacts can be verified by the DPH and added to their data.

4.4. Discussion

We discussed our proposed visual analytics system and its features with PHOs from multiple DPHs to evaluate the benefits for the established use cases. The feedback was strongly positive. A combined view of the temporal epidemiological data via the time scale together with the network-based view of the disease spreading between infected people was perceived as supportive to comprehend the spatio-temporal dynamic of the pandemic. Additionally, the presentation of possible missing edges was perceived as helpful in the detection of plausible connections between known clusters. Identifying infection sources and tracing the spread of a virus through communities is especially important with the new mutations of SARS-CoV-2. However, the current system is limited to the contact data from individual DPHs, while in practice infection clusters can span across jurisdictions that cover different populations, cities and countries. This limitation could be addressed with the availability of standardized contact tracing data and would require sophisticated data and a visualization architecture that allows the rendering of possibly millions of nodes. Additionally, the current link prediction model is driven by routinely collected observations. While this allows a flexible use of our system, it is important to note that modelling the effect of changes in epidemiological parameters as well as public restrictions (e.g. in care homes) over time may provide further, more detailed insights. The visual incorporation of geo-referenced data is a possible extension to our environment.

5. Conclusion and future work

We presented a novel visual analytics approach to detect SARS-CoV2 infection clusters. Our system calculates and visualizes possible missing infection routes inside the contact tracing network and supports the analysis of time-dependent events that led to the spread of the virus. The evaluation together with PHOs shows the benefits of our approach. In future work we would like to extend our environment with model explanations to better understand the complex interactions underlying SARS-CoV2 infection clusters. Based on the presented results, link prediction methods together with larger and more detailed contact tracing data, while still preserving privacy, could achieve even better visual and analytical performance and support the control of pandemics.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model architecture</th>
<th>DT</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>SVC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUROC</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification performance of trained models on the contact tracing benchmark dataset. DT = DecisionTree, RF = RandomForest, NB = NaiveBayes, SVC = Support Vector Classification. Reported is the area under receiver operating characteristic (AUROC, higher is better).
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